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ON OPERATOR IDEALS DETERMINED BY SEQUENCES

MANUEL GONZALEZ AND ANTONIO MARTINON

We associate with an operator ideal A (in the sense of Pietsch) a class of bounded
sequences s* by using the A-variation of Astala. If A and B are operator ideals,
and we define (.A, B) as the class of operators which map a sequence of 4.4 into a
sequence of sg, we obtain the following:

THEOREM . If Tn : X —• Y is a sequence of operators and for every sequence
(zn) C X in s> there exists p such that (Tpxn) belongs to «s, then Tm € (A, B)
for some m.

The compact operators, weakly compact operators and some other operator
ideals can be represented as (A, B). Hence several results of Tacon and other
authors are a consequence of this theorem.

1. INTRODUCTION

Tacon [14], by using techniques of non-standard analysis, showed that if T: X —• X
is a (linear and continuous) operator on the Banach space X, then T is power compact
(that is, Tm is compact for some m € N) if and only if for every bounded sequence
(xn) C X there exists p £ N such that (Tpxn) is a relatively compact sequence. This
result is obtained as corollary of the following theorem: if Tn: X —> Y is a sequence of
operators mapping a Banach space X into a Banach space Y, and for every bounded
sequence (xn) C X there exists p G N such that (Tpxn) is relatively compact, then Tm

is compact for some m £ N. He proved similar results for weakly compact operators.

Using standard techniques Barria [3] proved the above results in the case X = Y
a Hilbert space; Brown and Foias [5] in the case X = Y a Banach space, and Buoni,
Klein, Scott and Wadhwa [6, 7] proved the results of Tacon, and analogous results
for the classes of completely continuous, weakly completely continuous and Rosenthal
operators.

In this paper, using the .A-variation associated to an operator ideal A, due to
Astala [l], we introduce a class of operator ideals and, using analogous techniques to
those in [5], we prove a theorem from which we derive the results of Tacon for all the
previously considered classes [14, 3, 5, 6, 7], and for some other classes of operators,
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for example, the dual of the completely continuous operators, the V operators, the V*
operators, the Dunford-Pettis operators, the Grothendieck operators and certain class
of operators SCS, related to the strictly cosingular operators SC. We show also that
the equality of the classes SC and SCS is equivalent to the positive solution of an old
problem in Banach space theory: does every infinite dimensional Banach space have a
infinite dimensional separable quotient?

In the following X, Y, Z will be Banach spaces; X* the dual space of X; C(X, Y)
the class of all operators between X and Y; T* G C{Y*, X*) the conjugate operator of
T G C(X, Y); Bx the closed unit ball of X; l^X) the space of all bounded sequences
(xn) in X attached with the norm ||(a;n)|| := sup{||xn|| : n G N}. The range of the
sequence (xn) will be denoted by {xn}.

2. T H E MAIN RESULTS

Let A be an operator ideal in the sense of Pietsch [13]. A(X, Y) will be the class
of all operators of C(X, Y) belonging to A. The operator ideal A is called closed
if A(X, Y) is closed in C(X, Y), for every X, Y. A is called surjective if for any
surjective operator Q G C(Z, X), an operator T G C(X, Y) belongs to A whenever
TQ G A{Z, Y); equivalent^, if S G A(Z, Y),T G C(X, Y) and TBX C SBZ, then

T G A(X, Y). We use the notation A* for the smallest surjective closed operator ideal
containing A.

DEFINITION 2.1: [1]. Let D C X be bounded. Then the A-variation of D is
denned by

hA(D) := inf{e > 0 : 3Z, 3K G A(Z, X), D C KBZ + eBx}-

It is verified [1] that /I^A = hA and moreover

hA(D) = 0<*3Z,3Kt AA{Z, X), D c KBZ.

If we denote "acoD the closed absolutely convex hull of D, then hA{acoD) = hA(D).

Using hA we can define the following subspaces of lao(X).

DEFINITION 2.2: [10, 11]. sA(X) := {(xn) e e^X): hA({xn}) = 0}.

sA(X) is a closed subspace of ^ ( . Y ) ; moreover, for every T G C(X, Y) we have

that (*„) G sA(X) => (Txn) G aA(Y) [10, 11].

Note that the class £ of all operators is a closed surjective operator ideal: £ = £ A .

Moreover, he = 0 and sc — <̂x> •

DEFINITION 2.3: Let A, B be operator ideals. We define the class (A, B) in the
following way:

( A B)(X, Y) := {T G C(X, Y) : (xn) G sA(X) => (Txn) G sB(Y)}.
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It is immediate to show that (A, B) is a.n operator ideal.

LEMMA 2 . 4 . Let A, B be operator ideals and T £ C{X, Y). Then

C := {(*„) £ sA(X) : (Txn) $ sB(Y)}

is either empty, when T £ (.A, B), or open dense in sA{X), when T ^ [A, B).

PROOF: If C is not empty, then its complement in sj\.{X) is a proper closed
subspace of aA{X). Consequently, C is open dense in sA(X). D

THEOREM 2 . 5 . Let A, B be operator ideals. For a sequence ofoperators (Tn) C
C(X, Y), the following assertions are equivalent:

(1) For every (xn) £ aA(X), there is p £ N such that {Tpxn) £ sB(Y).
(2) There exists m £ N such that Tm G (.A, B).

PROOF: Suppose (1). If (xn) G SA(X) , then there exists p G N such that (Tpxn) G
SB(Y), hence

(*») i {(*») 6 *A(X) : (Tpxn) i sB{Y)}.

Since (xn) is arbitrary, it follows that

f l {(*») e aAX) • {TPXn) i sB(Y)} = 0.

If neither of the operators Tp belongs to (.4, B), by the lemma we would have a se-
quence of open dense subsets with empty intersection in the Banach space s^(X), in
contradiction with the Baire Category Theorem; hence there exists m G N such that
Tm G {A, B). The other implication is obvious. D

REMARK 2.6. The above theorem holds, with the same proof, for a sequence (Tn) of
operators such that Tn £ C(X, Yn).

COROLLARY 2 . 7 . Let A, B be operator ideals, and T £ C(X, X). There exists
m G N such that Tm G (A, B) if and only if for every (zn) G sA{X), there is p £ N
such that (TPxn) £ sB(X).

Given two operator ideals A, B, the left quotient A~* o B is an operator ideal
defined in the following way [13, 3.2.1]

(A'1 o B)(X, Y) := {T G C{X, Y) : \/Z, V5 G A(Y, Z), ST G B}.

It is easy to verify that if B is closed, then A~x o B is closed; if B is surjective, then
A~x o B is surjective.

Now we show that the operator ideals of the type A~x o (B, C) can be written in
the form (J3, A~x oC). Consequently, Theorem 2.5 can be applied to these operator
ideals.
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LEMMA 2 . 8 . Let C be a closed surjective operator ideal, (xn) G l^X), and
K: l\ —> X defined by Ken :— xn, where (en) is the canonical basis of l\. Then

( i n ) G ac(X) if and only if K G C.

PROOF: Clearly if is a linear and continuous operator.
If K G C, from {xn} = {Ken} C KBtl and K G C = CA we obtain (a;n) G sc .
Conversely, if (xn) G sc(X) we have hc({xn}) = 0, and consequently hc(aco{xn}) =

0. Now, since

KBtl = Kaco{en} C aco{Ken} = aco{xn},

we conclude that K G C. D

LEMMA 2 . 9 . Let .4 be an operator ideal and C a closed surjective operator ideal.
If we denote by A-1 o sc the class defined in following way

(A-1 o sc)(X) := {(xn) G ^oo(^): VY, VA G >t(Jr, Y), (Axn) G ^

then we have that s^-ioC = A-1 o sc •

PROOF: Suppose (zn) G (A'1 osc){X). We consider the operator K: £i -> X,
defined by Ken := xn. For every operator A G A(X, Y) we have that (Axn) G sc(Y).
Using Lemma 2.8 we find that the operator AK belongs to C(ti, Y), and consequently
K G ( ^ ' o C ) ^ , X). Hence (*B) G sA-loC.

Conversely, suppose (xn) G s^-ioC(X). For some Banach space Z and operator
K G (-4"1 oC){Z, X) we have that {xn} C KBZ. If A G A(X, Y), then {Axn} C
AKBz and AJif G C. Hence (Axn) G sc, for every A £ A, and consequently ( i n) G

D
PROPOSITION 2 . 1 0 . Let A, B be operator ideals and C a closed surjective

operator ideal. Then A'1 o (B, C) = (B, A'1 o C) .

PROOF: The following chain of equivalences holds:

VZ, VA G A{Y, Z), AT G (B, C){X, Z)

VZ, VA G A(Y, Z), (xn) G sB(X) => (ATxn) G sc(Z)

(*») e sB(x) =• ( r* n ) G (^i-1 o sc)(z) = sA-ioC(z)

D
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3. EXAMPLES

We show several classical operator ideals which can be represented as (A, B) for
suitable operator ideals A and B.

3.1 The compact operators Co. We use the following well-known characterisation
of Co:

T G Co <=> ((xn) bounded =>• {Txn} relatively compact)

Co is a closed surjective operator ideal: Co = Co* [13, 1.4.2, 4.2.5, 4.7.12].

The Co-variation hco agree with the Hausdorff measure of noncompactness [1, 2].
Hence sco is the class of all bounded sequences with relatively compact range; that is,
every subsequence has a convergent subsequence. Hence

T G Co <* {{xn) G sc(X) => (Txn) G sCo)

and Co = (£, Co).
3.2 The weakly compact operators WCo.

T G WCo & ((xn) bounded => {Txn} weakly relatively compact) [13, 1.5.2].

WCo is a closed surjective operator ideal: WCo = WCo* [13, 1.4.2, 4.2.5, 4.7.12].

The WCo-variation ZiyvCo agrees with the De Blasi measure of weak noncompact-
ness [1, 8]. Hence swco is the class of all bounded sequences with relatively weakly
compact range; that is, every subsequence has a weakly convergent subsequence. Hence

TeWCo* ((*„) G ac => {Txn} G sWCo)

and WCo = (C,WCo).
3.3 The completely continuous operators CC.

T G CC -«• ((«„) weakly convergent =>• (Txn) convergent) [13, 1.6.1].

Consequently we obtain that

T G CC O ((xn) G a w e => (Txn) G aCo)

and CC = (WCo, Co).

We note that CC is a closed operator ideal [13,1.6.2, 4.2.5], but it is not surjective:

CCA = C [13, 4.7.13]. Hence hCc = hc = 0 and sCc = ac = loo-

The completely continuous operators CC can also be characterised in the following

way [13, 1.6.3]:

T eCC <& ( (z n ) weakly Cauchy =>• (Txn) convergent).
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3.4 The Rosenthal operators Ko.
T g K o # ((*n) bounded => (Txn) has a weakly Cauchy subsequence) [13, 3.2.4].

We have that Ho — CC'1 oCo [13, 3.2.4], hence TZo is a closed surjective operator ideal:
TZo = TZoA. Using Proposition 2.10 we obtain

TZo = CC1 o Co = CC'1 o (£, Co) = (£, CC1 o Co) = (£, Ho).

By Lemma 2.9, it follows that

sv.o{X) := {(xn) e iooiX) : VY, VA £ CC(X, Y), {Axn} relatively compact} .

Then SJIO is the class of all bounded sequences such that every subsequence has a
weakly Cauchy subsequence. In fact, if (xn) 6 s-no(X) and (j/n) is a subsequence of
(xn), for every / 6 X* C CC, there exists a subsequence (zn) of (yn) such that (fzn)
is convergent, hence (zn) is weakly Cauchy; conversely, if (zn) is a sequence such that
every subsequence (yn) has a weakly Cauchy subsequence (zn) and if A 6 CC(X, Y),
then (-4«n) is convergent, hence {Axn} is relatively compact.

From the second characterisation of CC we obtain

T(=CC<* ((*„) € S7to => (Txn) e sCo),

hence CC = (Ro, Co).

P R O P O S I T I O N 3 . 5 . If CC* := {T : T* e CC}, then \VCo~1 o Co = CC*.

PROOF: Suppose T £ CC*(X, Y) and A G WCo(Y, Z). If (a;n) e £«>(Z*), then
(A*xn) G s w c ( y ) , hence (T*A*xn) e «Co(A"). Consequently T*A* £ (£, Co) = Co,
hence AT G Co and T £ WCo'1 oCo.

Conversely, suppose T G C(X, Y) and T £ CC*. There exists a sequence (gn) C
Y* such that the weak limit of (<7n) is 0, but (T*gn) does not converge to 0 in the
norm topology. We define an operator

A:Y->c0, Ay:= (gn(y)).

A is weakly compact, because A*e*l = gn and (gn) is weakly null [9, VII, Exercise
4(i)], where (e*J is the canonical basis of cj. Consequently,

but gn(Tx) — T*gn{x) and the sequence of general term

(AT)*e*n = r A*e*n = T*gn
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is not norm null in X*, hence AT $ Co [9, VII, Exercise 4(ii)]. D

3.6 The dual of the completely continuous operators CC*. From Propositions
2.10 and 3.5 we find that CC* is a closed surjective operator ideal, CC** = CC*, and

CC* = WCo-1 o (C, Co) = (C, \VCo~1 o Co) = (£, CC*).

Moreover, from Lemma 2.9, we have that

scc{X) = {(xn) G l^X) : vy> V ^ e WCo{X, Y), {Axn} relatively compact} .

3.7 The V operators V. Pelczynski introduced in [12] the class of Banach spaces with
property (V) as those spaces X such that every unconditionally converging operator
from X into any Banach space is weakly compact. This property suggests that we
consider the following class of operators V:

T G V(X, Y) «• [VZ, VS G Uc{Y, Z), ST G WCo(X, Z)}.

oo

where Uc is the operator ideal of all unconditionally convergent operators (that is: y^xn
l

oo

weakly unconditionally Cauchy implies 53 Txn unconditionally convergent). Clearly X
l

has property (V) if and only if Ix G V.
We have V = Uc~l o WCo. Consequently V is a closed surjective operator ideal

and from Proposition 2.10 and Lemma 2.9 we obtain V = (£, V) and

sv(X) := {(xn) G ^oo(X) : VY, VA G Kc(X, Y), {Axn} relatively weakly compact}.

3.8 The V* operators V*. Analogously as in the last example, we consider the
following class of operators V* :

T G V*(X, Y) «• (VS G C(Y, 4 ) , ST G Co(X, 4 ) ) .

X has property (V*) ([12]; see also [4]) if and only if Ix G V.
If op{£i} is the operator ideal of all operators which factorise in £i, then we have

V* = [op{t1}}-1
0Co

and consequently V* is a closed surjective operator ideal: V*A = V*.

From Proposition 2.10, we obtain V* = (£, V*). Also,

sV'(X) = {(xn) G 4o(*) : VS G C(X, l^, {Sxn} relatively compact} .
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In fact, if (xn) £ sv.(X), then /iv«({iB}) = 0, and hence there exists K £ V(Z, X)
such that {xn} C KBZ- For every 5 £ C(X, £i) we obtain {Sxn} C SKBZ with
SK £ Co; hence SKBz is relatively compact, and consequently {San} is relatively
compact. Conversely, let (xn) £ ^<x>(-̂ ) such that for every 5 € C(X, l\) the sequence
(Sxn) is relatively compact. We consider the operator

K: tx —> X, Ken := xn,

where (en) is the canonical basis of £i. From Lemma 2.8 we obtain SK £ Co(ii, £i);
consequently K £ V*, and (xn) £ sv-(X).
3.9 The Dunford-Pettis operators W. We consider the class W denned in the
following way [13, 3.2.5]:

T £ W(X, Y) <* ((«„) c JT, to - limxB = 0, (6n) C Y\

w- lim fcn = 0 =>• lim 6n(Txn) = 0).

We note that W = WCo~l o CC [13, 3.2.5] and consequently W is a closed
operator, but CC C 2?P, hence CC* = W* = C, h-p-p - hc = 0 and s-pv = sc=loo.
Moreover, by using Proposition 2.10, W = (£, T>V).
3.10 The Grothendieck operators Qr.

Tegr<& ((&„) C Y\ iu*-lim6n = 0 => w;-limr*6n = 0) [13, 3.2.6].

If 5 is the operator ideal of all operators with separable range, then Qr — S~1oWCo
[13, 3.2.6]. Hence Qr is a closed surjective operator ideal: Qr = QrA. Moreover, from
Proposition 2.10 we obtain Qr = (£, Qr).
3.11 The weakly completely continuous operators WCC. The class WCC is
defined as follows:

T £ WCC O ((«„) weakly Cauchy => [Txn) weakly convergent).

X is weakly sequentially complete if and only if Ix £ WCC. It is immediate to prove
that

T £ WCC O ((*„) € SKO => (Tzn) £ sWCo);

hence WCC = {Tlo, WCo).
We note that WCC is an operator ideal, but it is not surjective. As CC C WCC we

have CC* = WCC* = C. Hence hCc = hc = 0 and syvcc = sc=lao.
3.12 T h e str ict ly cosingular opera tors <SC. The class SC is defined as follows [13,

1.10.2]:
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T e SC{X, Y) «• (for every quotient Y/U, QuT surjection =*• dim(Y/f7) < oo)

where Qu: Y —» Y/U is the quotient map. SC is a closed surjective operator ideal:

SC = SC* [13,1.10.4, 4.2.7, 4.7.14].

We shall denote by SC the operator ideal (£ , SC). Clearly SC contains SC, and

we do not know if they coincide. However we can show that the equality is equivalent

to an old open problem in Banach space theory.

PROPOSITION 3 . 1 3 . SC = SC if and only if every infinite dimensional Ba-

nach space has an infinite dimensional separable quotient.

PROOF: We recall that SC is the greatest surjective operator ideal A that verifies

[13, 4.7.14]:

Ix e A=> d im(X) < oo,

where Ix is the identity operator on X. Consequently,

SC =SC<* (Ix 6 SC => dim(X) < oo),

or equivalently
> dim(X) < oo.

From this, it is enough to prove that Ix £ SC if and only if X has no infinite
dimensional separable quotients.

First, supposing that X has a separable quotient of infinite dimension X/U, we
will show that ico(X) f asc(X).

Let Qu: X —> X/U denote the quotient map, and let (yn) be a sequence dense in
Bx/u- We take (xn) C 2BX such that Qu*n = yn- If T G C(Z, X) is an operator
such that {*„} C TBZ, we have that QuT is surjective [15, IV.5.4]; hence T £ SC
and consequently (xn) ^ asc(X).

Now we prove the converse. If there is a sequence (xn) € loo{X) \ ssc(X), then
the operator T: l\ —> X defined by Ten •— xn is not strictly cosingular; hence there
exists an infinite dimensional quotient X/U such that QuT is surjective. X/U is a
quotient of l\, hence it is separable; and we conclude that X has a separable quotient
of infinite dimension. U

Finally we give sufficient conditions assuring that SC'(X, Y) = SC(X, Y). In
these cases we can apply our theorem for strictly cosingular operators.

PROPOSITION 3.14.

(1) If every infinite dimensional quotient of Y has a infinite dimensional sep-

arable quotient, then SC{X, Y) = SC(X, Y) for every X.

(2) If every infinite dimensional quotient of X has a infinite dimensional

separable quotient, then SC{X, Y) = SC{X, Y) for every Y.
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PROOF: Suppose T £ SC(X, Y); then there exists an infinite dimensional quotient
of Y, Y/U, such that QuT is surjective; moreover, Y/U has a infinite dimensional
separable quotient, Y/V with U C V. We take a dense sequence (yn) in By/v a n d
a bounded sequence («„) in X such that QyTxn = yn. As in the proof of the
above proposition, we can prove that (yn) £ ssc(Y/V); then (Txn) £ ssc(Y); hence
T £ SC'(X,Y).

(2) The proof is the same, noting that Y/U is isomorphic to X/T'^U, because
QuT is surjective. D

REMARK 3.15. As a consequence of the above descriptions we conclude that the results
of Theorem 2.5 and CoroUary 2.7 apply to the operator ideals considered in Examples
3.1-3.4 and 3.6-3.11.
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